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Abstract
In this text author investigates and points out elements for evaluating the life and works of the greatest
Croatian economic of our time. The paper is written in four parts. The first part deals with Branko
Horvat’s way of life, the second analyses in detail his scientific opus and Branko Horvat’s contribution to
economics, focusing on his results of the research of contemporary economic theory phenomena,
economic politics and development of economic and political democracy and social injustice. Finally,
author analyses Branko Horvat’s pedagogy work, as a long-standing university professor. Text closes
with conclusive thesis.
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1. His Life and Career’s Path
Branko Horvat was born in Petrinja, but he attended primary and secondary school in
Slavonska Poega. He was raised in a family of intellectuals. At the age of sixteen, he
joined the Partisan Liberation Movement that had a strong impact on his later life and
work.
At the end of World War II, he entered University of Zagreb: first he studied electrical
engineering but soon he moved to economics. He graduated in 1952, and attained his
first PhD in economics at University of Zagreb with his thesis on Economics of
Yugoslav Oil Industry in bygone 1955. He got his second PhD in 1959 at University of
Manchester defending his thesis under the title Towards a Theory of a Planned
Economy, which was published under the same title in Belgrade in 1961 and in New
York in 1964.
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Branko Horvat started his scientific path as an assistant at the Oil Institute in Zagreb
(1952-1953), from where he shifted to work at the Institute of Economics in Zagreb
(1954-1955). In 1955 he was transferred to Federal Planning Institute in Belgrade.
Branko Horvat conditioned his transfer to Belgrade with a possibility to study in
England and to establish a scientific institute of economics. The latter was finally
realised in 1963, when the SZZP methodology department he was in charge of turned
into a Yugoslav Institute for Economic Research, and Horvat became its first managing
director until 1970.
Horvat developed Institute activities into research projects and education. He founded
international postgraduate school that was ranked as the best postgraduate school in the
region for a long time. During the period when he was the head of the Institute he was a
visiting professor at the Universities of Belgrade (1962-3) and Ljubljana (1967-9). He
became full-professor of economics at the University in Zagreb in 1975, first at the
Faculty of Foreign Trade and afterwards at the Faculty of Economics where he
established and led postgraduate studies in economic analysis until his retirement in
1992.
His retirement in 1993 but did not terminate his scientific and pedagogy work.
Teaching abroad, he published scientific contributions and books fighting for the
affirmation of his ideas and ideals.
While being at the Institute, he started a prestige magazine Economic Analyses and
Workers’ Management in 1967 and remained its editor for 27 years. In 1978 the
magazine became the official magazine of the International Association for the
Economics of Self-management, the association that grew in 1994 into International
Association of Participation. Branko Horvat was elected the life-long president of the
association and the magazine turned into Economics Analyses – Journal of Enterprise
and Participation, published by Carfax Publishing. In addition to being an editor-in
chief of Economics Analyses, Horvat was a member of the editorial boards of numerous
magazines among which, the most famous were European Economic Review, World
Development, Journal of Comparative Economics and Economic and Industrial
Democracy. He became wide known for his scientific contribution very early
(accordingly, Benjamin Ward introduced a coinage Marxism-Horvatism into theory of
economics), and therefore, he was invited as a visiting professor to over eighty
universities and scientific institutes in the world. I will single out just afew: University
of Michigan (1968), University of Florida (1970), American University, Washington
(1970, 1972, 1974), Catholic University of Chile (1972), University of Stockholm
(1973/4), University of Dar Es Salaam (1975), University of Notre Dame (1978),
University of Paris (1978), Yale University (1984-5), Cambridge University (1986),
University of Southern California (1987), University of California at Berkley (1993).
Having a reputation for self-management, planning and development, Horvat was
often engaged as a consultant for governments from various countries (Peru, Brasil,
Bangladesh, Turkey, Ukraine), including various governments of the ex -Yugoslavia.
In 1961, he presided the 15- Nation Industrialisation Committee in the United Nations.
As such, he was a vital factor in the decision-making of establishing the United Nation
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Industrialisation and Development Organisation (UNIDO), the UN agency that, from
its beginnings, has immensely contributed to the industrial development of numerous
developing countries.
Branko Horvat was world wide renowned as the most famous Croatian living
economist: he was a dedicated educator, persistent advocator of self-management and
democracy.
Thanks to his quality and contributions, Faculty of Economics recommended him for
professor emeritus at University of Zagreb in 2002, which was accepted in September
2003 by University Senate. Unfortunately, this acknowledgment came too late: Branko
Horvat was already seriously ill and died in Krapina Spa on December 18, 2003. He
was buried in a family tomb in Varadin on December 29, the same year.
In his life long career Branko Horvat received a great number of scientific and
professional honours among which, the following ones will be singled out:
- Awards on four students’ festivals at University of Zagreb 1948-51 – every
accademic year his work was selected as one of the best at the University.
- Award for the best work in statistics awarded by Manchester Statistical
Society (1958)
- “Mijo Mirkoviæ” Faculty of Economics Award
- Fulbright and Ford Foundation Scholarships
- Based on the book “Towards a Theory of Planned Economy”, the term
“Marxism-Horvatism” was launched
- The book Political Economy of Socialism was proclaimed the book of the
year in the United States of America and it was the basis for Branko Horvat’s
nomination for the Nobel Prize
- London special edition of the book honouring Branko Horvat on the occasion
of his 70th birthday (M. Uvaliæ and V. Franièeviæ, editors)
- Scientific biography of Branko Horvat was published in ten international
biographical lexicons
Modesty was his virtue. His lifestyle was gentlemanly discreet: neither expensive
clothing nor luxuries and bacchanalia were his focus of interest. He was considered as
an ascetic who never sought after hedonistic pleasures or material profits. He preferred
giving to getting. He was never discouraged by the difficulties he came across either in
private life or in economic policy. His life and work aired with optimism and a belief
that things can get better, if the main actors in decision-making are taught what and how
to follow the main principles of decision making.

2. Scientific Work
Before I continue presenting Horvat’s scientific work, allow me to mention that I am
writing about a friend of mine, the friend I began to study economics with in the bygone
1947– over 56 years ago. We were colleagues, peers, and friends at college, but at the
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same time, spending our lives on parallel lanes. We were both employed and worked
together at Zagreb Institute of Economics and Federal Institute for Planning. We
concurrently completed our Croatian education in economics at the college in England
and started our career’s paths teaching at the Faculty of Economics in Zagreb, as well as
being retired at the same time. On each of our life’s destinations, I had the opportunity
to share good and bad with Horvat, the same moments of sharing joy for the work well
done, but the moments of desolation as well, because of misunderstandings expressed
either through deeds or ranges of given recommendations.
Working in different branches of economics: our ways did not cross nor did we write
reviews apologetically to each other. We were bonded with one cause: we both strived
for our Homeland reach greater welfare, compensating for a century of lagging behind;
she was doomed to living on the historical windswept. We trusted, imbued with youth
naivety, that economic and social insights, which we made, would be accepted with
enthusiasm, because they promised faster development minimising negative economic
side-affect phenomena (such as inflation, reduction of accumulative ability,
bureaucracies and other difficulties of fast growing economy).
Having described our personal career’s path, I would like to give some general remarks
as follows:
He was one of the greatest economists of Croatia and Yugoslavia, as well as in the
world in the late 20th century. As a prolific scientific worker and dedicated educator, he
was fierce spokesman of democracy and self-management, thus creating enormous
scientific works. As a scientist he published over 29 books, among which, a great
number was translated to several languages. I have listed more than 650 titles of the
published papers, scientific and professional works printed and published in numerous
languages. I enclose an excerpt from this exceptional rich bibliography with only
hundred titles to this Epitaph. However, not only by number of books, monographs and
other works is Horvat’s scientific and professional opus great, but for the deep trace
left in economics and political sciences as well as in sociology and philosophy.
Disappointments that he faced in his lifetime did not reduce Horvat’s efforts: on the
contrary, they instigated him to further explain his ideas and hypotheses which were
based on his true belief, but unfortunately, were not carried out in practice. He was
thorough and persistent. However, one had the impression that his thoroughness and
his proposals supported by strong arguments were sometimes even more irritating to
those he targeted at.
Horvat’s personality comprised two great opinion schools: Marxism and contemporary
macroeconomic school’s theory. However, he was not merely eclectic taking over only
dogmas of both schools. Creating cohesive system he rejects resolutely so-cold Law of
Overall Development in the first article of social reproduction, analytically proving
that it was not sustainable. Furthermore, he abandoned some other postulates of soviet
economic school. At the same time, he strongly disagreed with those such as Mises,
Hayek, Friedman and their numerous epigones who, a priori, accepted aggrandizement
of free market accompanied by monetary policies and business cycle theories.
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Thus, at the beginning of his work career, Horvatstarted his walk of life courageously,
powerfully and eloquently trying to break myths and beliefs considered by many as
unquestionable dogmas. He was a heretic fighting both sides that were in war with one
another, being in frontlines of economic thought. Instead of previous dogmas that were
confirming for mediocre spirits, he laid down theses on new economic theory and
policy, which is broader, more complex and analytically deeper than the one he himself
mastered during his education. Studies of mathematics and philosophy which he
attended concurrently with doctoral studies in Croatia and England, gave him a broader
perspective of a complex scale of social sciences. Widening the horizons of economic
awareness by pointing out that contemporary world was changing their old fashioned
schemes, he instantly brought insecurity into dogmatic personnel,3 Thus, posted
coryphées of economics (1945-55) felt insecure before this young man, armed with
new theoretical and methodological understandings. They instantly became aware of
the richness of the newly created edifice of 20th century economics where petrified
knowledge of 19th century did not suffice for the conception of this new dynamic
world. Namely, the world did experience its economic renaissance in the late 20th
century, which being matchless in economic history of humanity sought after theory
explanation, and Branko Horvat did courageously take part in it.
Thus he opened the door to the wind of change even in Croatia, the wind that was
sweeping away dogmatic understandings, demanding that habituated standpoints be
questioned and offering new solutions that could not be supported by old models. The
attitude of Ljubomir Madar4, PhD is probably exaggerated - to a point – when he
claims that Yugoslav economic thought could be divided into the period before his
appearance on the scientific scene, the period which was marked by his work and the
one that followed his work carrying the strong impact of his appearance on the
scientific scene”. The ‘strong impact’ that Madar deals with by calling it Horvat’s
“great work in an unfavourable period”, I would call “a borderline ” in our economic
thought created in sixties.
Finally, the proposed question is: In which area did Branko Horvat give the greatest
contribution to economics?
Branko Horvat took significant part in nearly all fields of economics. He was familiar
with microeconomics – he wrote on market behaviour of individuals and subjects. But,
there is no doubt, he gave the greatest contribution to the field of macroeconomics
(economic policy analysis and coordination methods); analysing monetary and real
3

In my memory, a 50-year-old debate on national product held at the Yugoslav Statistics Society meeting is still vivid
when Branko advocated (nowadays completely accepted thesis) thesis on productivity of work in tertiary activities
and necessity to include work performance of these activities in statistical category “national product”. Dogmatic
forces stood against it, headed by the professor of Belgrade’s Faculty of Economics R. Davidoviæ (1909-1990). In
the unique debate in which both protagonists yelled at each other, Davidoviæ being defeated by Horvat’s arguments,
bowed his head and left the meeting. He never again joined the debate.
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sphere of economics; managing aggregated demand and supply ranging from free
market to interventionism.
There are three fields in which Branko Horvat gave an exceptional contribution to
economics. They do not include everything he wrote (he used to write on topics beyond
economics – for example Ogled o jugoslavenskom društvu – Zagreb 1969), but they
cover fundamental fields in which he improved our economics and influenced world
economics, too. I believe that the most significant Horvat’s internationally
distinguished and recognised contributions to economy are in the fields of theory of
economic growth and business cycles, political economy of contemporary society and
a firm’s self management.
His contribution to economic theory is the most significant one. Graduating from the
Faculty of Economics, acquiring great knowledge from outstanding economists of the
time (he attended lectures of M. Mirkoviæ and R. Biæaniæ, Š. Babiæ and S. Kranjèeviæ,
S. Pulišeliæ and O. Mandiæ, V. Serdar and Vraniæ – not to mention the others) and
defending doctoral thesis on oil industry economics at the Faculty of Economics in
Zagreb (1955), Branko obtained the possibility to study in England in Manchester in
1956. Arthur Lewis was the dean there, whose lectures Branko attended regularly being
an attentive listener, as, exactly at that time, Lewis set up the economic development
model for economically undeveloped countries with rural overpopulation5. Lewis was
awarded Nobel Prize for these works in economics. Under his influence Horvat wrote
and defended his second doctoral thesis Towards a Theory of Planned Economy6,
introduced economic innovations in Yugoslav planning and special use of economic
models. Harrod-Domar’s model types (created at late 1930s) were instantly put into
practice with national product, capital and investments and employment as endogen
variables.
With his theory of planned economy he tried to overcome alternative approaches,
which characterised contemporary economy, namely the division on Keynesians (who,
according to Keynes, manage aggregate demand on national level using interests and
other methods) and monetarists (who in their belief in the operation of market’s global
tendencies, doubt the effectiveness of national state’s macroeconomic methods).
Therefore, Horvat aiming at achieving maximum of economic dynamic development,
expected adherence to the tendencies both on global market (which in 1961, when the
book was published, sounded revolutionary) and national plan as it was subject to
market laws as well.
Naturally, he was not the first in economic theory who proclaimed planning as a
medium of accelerating economic growth and stability. Enrico Barone, Oskar Lange
5

Those are following works: Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labour, The Manchester School,
Vol. 2 (1954), NO 2. pp. 139-191; Unlimited labour: Further Notes, The Manchester School, Vol 26(1958), No 1 pp.
1-32; Reflections on unlimited labour, L.E. di Marco (ed.) International Economics and development, New York
1972, pp. 75-96 and The Dual Economy Revisited, The Manchester School, Vol. 47(1979), No 3. pp. 211-229.
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original was published in 1964.
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and Abbe Lerner were his predecessors in western economic literature, as well as a
bunch of Marxist economists (from Buharin and Preobraenski to A.M. Rumjancev
and V. Bajbakov). However, Branko spoke about it in the second half of the past
century based on the successful practice in one backward country, which had more
democratic form of rule than other socialist countries. The boarders in that country
were opened for the exit of hundreds of thousands of workers and market laws were
respected (which is the postulate of free economy). Hence, his theses on economic
development, based on planning, self-management and market, were accepted as a
possibility and attractive alternative. Strong government intervention, however, was
implied, but it respected market laws in order to maximize welfare.
He suggested some theoretical innovations: thus he was the first in world literature to
mention “amortization multiplier”, claiming that in a dynamic business environment,
because of the relationship of amortization and real trade of capital, the value of
primary means – fixed funds – increases faster than it would suit the growth per account
of net-investments. Elaborating tersely a series of other models in his book on theory of
planned economy, only a year later, he published a book Economic Models, and
voluminous Economic Analyses in 1968. He elaborated Intersection Analyses with
Mijo Sekuliæ (1962).
His theoretical work culminated in a great synthesis he had given in his book Political
Economy of Socialism (English edition 1982, Croatian translation 1984, later translated
into other languages), which was his masterpiece in questioning interpretation and
application of economic principles and practice of socialism. Here he conducted
criticism of contemporary social and economic systems, he traced for alternative and
found it in the construction of self-managing socialism. He anticipated that certain
countries and areas according to their with development and social and economic
system would pass through some irregularities in the shifting period.
This book is basis for his second theoretical debate Labour price theory and other
unsolved problems of Marx’s economic theory (1986) in which he sought after a
theoretically right way in forming prices, with critical analyses of Marx’s legatees as
well as of the interpretation of this theoretical construction by Marxists and civil
economists. Questions were exceptionally complex, and consequently, they raised a
great interest (but weak response to the debate!!!). Partly it was a result of almost
unsolvable theoretical traps. Branko was aware of his initial weaknesses: he thought
“one of its (the book’s) greatest drawbacks was that its institutionalised draft stopped
on the borderline of the national state”, which was not sustainable in the world that
already started to globalize. Furthermore, he pointed out that all authors are under “a
great threat to fall into provincialism”, since we were all “under a strong influence of
our own experience and preferences”. He considered that his frequent stays abroad and
participations at foreign conferences “filtered some ideas”, but if “any traits of falling
into provincialism are left, they have to be considered hard core of my own
limitations”7. Self-critical Horvat was – there is no doubt- too harsh in the overall
7

All quotations were taken from the preface (in two volumes, 1983 and 1984), English preface to his book, pp.9-14.
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ranking limits of the value of his book, although he probably (looking behind with a
twenty-year distance) overestimated the significance of Yugoslav self-managing
system for the world history. However, only future historians of economic thought will
prove its merit – as, at this point, the past time horizon is too short to estimate its overall
value.
It is obvious that the disintegration of socialist systems at early 1990s brought to the
triumphal return of liberal theories to economic theory. Branko was not satisfied with
the ways of transition of former socialist economies because he was convinced that
they both disintegrated the achieved goals on social spheres and restored the primitive
capital formation by newly-formed political class. Obviously, the socialist systems
caused their own collapse ardently supported by common people who expected
significant improvements in their standard of living. However, it did not happened.
Therefore, Horvat was trying to find out the methods that would make the ideals of his
generation come true. He continued to believe that achieving welfare and social justice
were the basis of contemporary civilisation that could not be left over to laissez-faire.
On the contrary, according to Horvat, government should control markets, which was
part of their responsibility and of vital importance for the country. Horvat’s most
prolific period of writing in the field of pure theory was after his retirement. He had
time to synthesize his rich experience so he published two exceptional contributions to
the development of value theory: The Theory of Value, Capital and Interest
(Edgar-Aldershot, 1995) and The Theory of International Trade (Macmillan, 1999).
They are such significant works that it is too early to speak about them or their
achievements today. However, almost unbelievable, but not to this day have these
works been translated into Croatian or, at least not to my knowledge, did any publisher
come to Horvat for copyright and possible translation.
The other field in which Horvat gave a great contribution was economic policy.
Analytically minded as he was, he first conducted the analyses of the relations between
Economic science and folk economy (1969) and then finding the great discrepancy
between the proclaimed economic principles (in economic reform from 1965) and
realization, he decided to conduct research of relevant phenomena at the Institute.
Thanks to this principle, a number of monographs were born: first of them was
Business Cycles in Yugoslavia (1969), followed by the book Economic Systems and
Economic Policy (1970) and an analysis Economic stabilisation policy (1976), all of
them topped by critical analysis Economy of Yugoslavia 1965-1983 (in two volumes,
1983 and 1984). In these books he gave analytical critique of weaknesses of economic
reform from 1965 but also of later methods of economic policies, which respected
neither market law nor new understandings in economics. That approach could have
been of greatest use to the society but it was vaguely acknowledged but Croatian
economic policy turned a deaf ear to the voice of Branko Horvat when he discussed it.
It referred to his critiques in nineties as well when his voice was not listened to, either.
He was not a convenient public speaker in front rows as of criticising ways of
privatisation and advocating for joining the circle of countries that afterwards created
CEFTA.
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From time to time he got an opportunity to express his opinion: then he was invited to
take part in “dialogue bridge” that was aired by Slobodna Europa radio station every
week since 1994.
In July 1994, Horvat in a dialogue with Dragan Veselinov, PhD considered economic
programmes of Croatia and Yugoslavia of the time. Both participants were pessimistic.
Veselinov was a fierce critic of the policy then conducted by Miloševiæ and Aramoviæ,
who was their National Bank governor. Branko Horvat was not so critical of
stabilisation programme in Croatia but pointed out that in Croatia there was a threat that
“government will not get access to the international capital market” as well as that
“raised social contradiction may suddenly burst”8. At that time he believed that the
stabilisation programme would “give in” until the end of 1994. As we know, he was not
right, but his public speaking was marked by dissonant tone in dominant apologetic
writings of certain economists. His last book published in 2002 in Zagreb was treated in
the same way, and explanation can be found in the title: What kind of a state do we have
and what kind of a state do we need?
Finally, there is a work on development of economic and political democracy and
social justice. He considered that part of his work as important as that on economic
theory. He considered self-management to be irreplaceable part of democratisation of
economic life. Social Crisis in Yugoslavia (1985) was according to him, to a great
extent the result of incompletely and inconsistently conducted ideas to introduce
economic democracy – self-management – in companies as basic unities of future
society in which the participation of working people would be conditio sine qua non.
He believed that the bad economic results in the eighties were the consequence of
inadequate economic policy of government but misunderstanding of self-managers
about their function in creating socially acceptable development. For this aim he
popularised his understanding (book ABC of Yugoslav Socialism, 1989), all in the
belief that it would improve the employees’ approach to managing “socially-owned
property”.
In the 1980s, deep crises of self-managing system, instigated by crises on Kosovo, were
reflected on economic development stagnation accompanied by inflation and the
decline of living standard. Engaged Horvat in order to liberate self-managing system
from the political burden wrote a book Question of Kosovo (first edition 1989, second
1989). He considered the crucial problems and found out that they could be solved. He
wrote, “With certain methodological attempt I have confronted the widespread belief
that Kosovo problems are insoluble. Namely, what remains impenetrable in rigid
politically institutionalised frames becomes soluble when it is situated in broader
historical and political context. Economists are familiar with that methodological: and
removing certain limitations enables better optimal solutions.” he wishes to change the
“ugly reality” so in spite of his orientation towards objectivity, uncompromisingly
engaged to solve that Yugoslav Problem.
8
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However, the results of his book could neither cure nor prevent the events –
Yugoslavia was falling apart, thus creating new states. Newly created social and
economic frames endangered his postulates: especially accepted methods of supporting
social property. He fiercely attacked ways of privatisation (book Entrepreneurship and
Market Transformation of Socially-owned Property, 1990), and he is particularly
critical towards development results of the decade (What kind of state do we have and
what kind of state do we need, 2002). But as the time went by Horvat’s pleas became
less audible. Politically engaged in a small marginal party, he was outspoken in
publicity and medias, therefore his arguments and his voice reached the sounds of
silence. Since his retirement in 1993, he was not even teaching any longer, and hence,
doomed to become vox clamantis in deserto.
This unavoidable fact affected the destiny of his magazine as well.
Branko Horvat did not merely formulate and express his attitudes on economic
phenomena, but he created opinions of other people’s works. He had strong
understanding for possible weaknesses of other scientific workers. In his oral debates,
he used to explain and justify other people’s weaknesses by saying that the author
would overcome them.
However, there was one flaw of some economic writers, he could never tolerate: the
aspiration of individuals to express answers a priori that did not come out of the fact
analysis. He objected to such abuse that was defended by individuals in the name of
science: nor did he approve adhering to trends and orientations of other schools not
analysing our situation. He rejected volunteering and accepting dual point of views if
they were merely fashionable views and opportunism and not based on research and
evidence. He was sincerely disappointed when he came across submission to current
policy in his colleagues’ work under an illusion of quasi-scientific and so-called
forward understanding of economics and current policy.

3. Branko Horvat’s Pedagogy Work
Similar to his path in scientific work, he walked on the unmarked paths in the
economists’ education. While he was the managing director of the Economic Research
Institute, he founded a prestige international postgraduate school. That school gathered
around ten new scientists every year, who studied as well as investigated problems of
economic development. Friendships were formed during work and studies: Horvat
together with his collaborators’ coordinated efforts formed a generation of young,
unconventional economists that streamed towards high criteria of free economics and
rejected doctrines and political limitation which suffocated free thought. The opinion
according to which the influence of this postgraduate study on the development of
economics and democratic emancipation was higher than any other similar institution
in the former country was probably not overestimated. He was renowned as a severe
but just critic, which is the best approach in educating young scientists and educators of
economics.
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In 1980-ies he founded a group at the Faculty of Economics in Zagreb that included all
young economists, students and scientific workers, which met on a regular basis in
workshops and seminars. As a full professor he introduced firmness and precision of
mathematical analyses in the curriculum of economists’ education, thus bringing
University of Zagreb closer to those abroad. At the time identifiable quality of Zagreb’s
quality was renowned in neighbouring countries as the “Zagreb’s School of
Economics” which indeed attracted best students: alumni included future prime
ministers, ministers of finance, central bank’s governors, professors of economics, but
highly esteemed professional economists and entrepreneurs. Through scientific and
educational work Horvat influenced acknowledging economics as the science which
deserves important role in society and which cannot be put into practice without
fundamentally mastering analytical mechanisms. His works popularised this science.
Sometimes, at cost of the sacrifice in terms of his personal career, Horvat consistently
worked on the implementation of principles of social justice, economic and political
democracy into the tissue of the society he lived in. His criticism of institutionalised,
political and economic processes brought to him loud critics (and inconveniences) with
quiet expressions of support and praise. In 1990s, Horvat, because of consistency in his
scientific ideas and his ideals, became less “acceptable person”; most of the media uses
him merely to instigate hot and controversial debates. That was one of Horvat’s special
contributions – not withdraw because of his personal unpopularity in order to point out
to - according to his judgement - mistakes made by carriers of economic policies and/or
politicians.
He made critical reviews on programmes of the Faculty of Economics. He was a full
professor of several subjects – the last one was Economic Analyses I and II. He created
the name of the subject hiding behind it the study of modern micro- and
macro-economic theory. At the time he introduced it at the Faculty, it was considered a
“bourgeois” discipline, which would not have been approved by former republic
Programme Council9. He was, however not only innovator in teaching; but he was an
exceptional professor who was surrounded by talented students and postgraduates. He
expected a lot from his students, but unselfishly offered enormous knowledge and rich
experience. Still in 1983/4, he managed to convince former Republic Programme
Council on the separation of economic study (which was oriented on the analyses of
micro and macro-economic phenomena) from business study (oriented towards
managing economic jobs in companies). Although he had already elaborated
programme for those two studies, during the process of accepting the programme at the
University, he was bypassed and his proposition was rejected. It hurt him but he
continued to fight for this programme of his, even after 4 years expired. He repeated it
in 1988. His work did not advance, his propositions were ignored, so in 1989 he went
on strike – he stopped working. He informed the Rector (who replied that it way
beyond his responsibility) and Minister of Education (who did not even respond to
9

I follow B. Horvat’s attitudes according to his Open letter to University and Croatian Public, which was addressed
in the late 1992
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him). In the letter to the Dean, among else, he said: “As a university professor I am
expected to educate professional economists. Therefore, my moral principles do not
permit me to play a part in the process of producing intellectual invalids. This country
is in the middle of difficult crisis in which the role of competent economists is
extremely important. Production of professional invalids does not only imply absolute
irresponsibility to young people who decided to dedicate themselves to economics but
at the same time to the whole country.”10 That decisive attitude of his did not bring
expected solutions – his feelings were deeply hurt, so he wrote following bitter words
and concluded: “After ten years of unsuccessful efforts, I am positive nothing can be
changed. Political regimes are changing, but the faculty remains the same: Balkan,
provincial and in the corner of Europe”.11
He was not right about it: his ideas are gradually being carried out although with the
unnecessary delay. The Faculty’s Council recommended him as professor emeritus,
adopting his plea for updating education and curriculum.

4. Conclusion
The memory of Branko Horvat as a unique personality will last longer than the
ephemerals usually allows. His influence on economic thought will be permanent even
though some, who under this influence live and work, may not be aware of it. The
reason for it is not only the value of his work, which was created, and left for future
generations but also an example he expressed to his surrounding. He did not merely
profess the principles of life but lived up to them. And there are little people who after
their disappearance influence with their example.
To economics, his University and students, Horvat did not owe anything. In accordance
with his life principles, he gave to science, society and our community everything he
could. He indebted us all and therefore, earned our respect and gratitude. It will be
expressed; I am convinced, not only by us - his contemporaries, but also by future
generations of economists. His work will remain permanent, as a Spirit Lighthouse,
which will in unstable waters of our economic reality, beaten by northerly and
southerly winds, illuminate the path to ships, which sail towards a calm port of
economic prosperity and welfare for all citizens of our Homeland.

5. Concise List of Works by Branko Horvat, Professor Emeritus
I

BOOKS
1. Distribucija nafte, Zagreb: Ekonomski institut, 1956.
2. Ekonomska teorija planske privrede (Towards a Theory of Planned
Economy), Beograd: Kultura, 1961. Prvo englesko izdanje tiskao je
Yugoslav Institute of Economic Research, Beograd, 1964; 2nd printing by

10

The citation was taken from Horvat’s «Open Letter to University and Croatian Public» in the late 1992

11

Ibid.
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International Arts and Science Press, New York, 1975. Španjolsko izdanje:
Teoria de la planificacion economica, Barcelona: Oikos Tau, 1970.
Njemaèko izdanje: Die Arbeiter Selbstverwaltung, München: Nymphenburger Verlag, 1973.
3. Ekonomski modeli, Zagreb: Ekonomski institut, 1962.
4. Ekonomika jugoslavenske naftne privrede, Beograd: Tehnièka knjiga, 1962.
5. Meðusektorska analiza, Zagreb: Narodne novine, 1962.
6. Proizvodnja nafte, Beograd: Institut ekonomskih nauka, 1965.
7. Prerada nafte, Beograd: Institut ekonomskih nauka, 1965.
8. Ekonomska nauka i narodna privreda, Zagreb: Naprijed, 1968.
9. Ogled o jugoslavenskom društvu, Zagreb: Mladost, 1969. Englesko izdanje:
An Essay on Yugoslav Society, International Arts and Sciences Press, New
York, 1969. Njemaèko izdanje: Die Jugoslawische Gesellchaft, Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 1972. Prevedeno na korejski, 1984.
10. Privredni ciklusi u Jugoslaviji, Beograd: Institut ekonomskih nauka, 1969.
Englesko izdanje: Business Cycles in Yugoslavia, International Arts and
Sciences Press, New York, 1971.
11. Integrirani sistem društvenog raèunovodstva za jugoslavensku privredu,
Beograd: Institut ekonomskih nauka, 1969.
12. Privredni sistem i ekonomska politika Jugoslavije, Beograd: Institut
ekonomskih nauka, 1970.
13. Ekonomska analiza, Beograd: Oeconomica, 1972.
14. Socialismo y economia en Yugoslavia, Buenos Aires: Editiones periferia,
1974.
15. Self Governing Socialism: A Reader (u suradnji s R. Supek and M.
Markoviæ), New York: International Arts and Sciences Press, 1975.
16. Ekonomska politika stabilizacije, Zagreb: Naprijed, 1976.
17. The Yugoslav Economic System, New York: International Arts and Sciences
Press, 1976 (1979, 1983).
18. The Political Economy of Socialism New York: Sharpe, Oxford: Martin
Robertson, 1982. Hrvatsko izdanje: Politièka ekonomija socijalizma,
Zagreb: Globus, 1984. Prevedeno na kineski-mandarinski, 2001.
19. Jugoslavenska privreda 1965-1983, Zagreb: Cankarjeva Zaloba, 1984.
20. Društvena kriza u Jugoslaviji, Zagreb: Globus, 1985.
21. Radna teorija cijena i drugi neriješeni problemi Marxove ekonomske teorije,
Beograd: Rad, 1986.
22. Kosovsko pitanje (The Kosovo Question), Zagreb: Globus, 1988 (2
prošireno izdanje 1989).
23. ABC jugoslavenskog socijalizma, Zagreb: Globus, 1989.
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24. Poduzetništvo i trišna transformacija “društvenog” vlasništva, Zagreb:
Institut za javne financije, 1990.
25. The Theory of Value, Capital and Interest, Aldershot: Elgar, 1995. Prevedeno
na makedonski, 1998.
26. The Theory of International Trade, London: Macmillan, 1999.
27. Kakvu dravu imamo, a kakvu dravu trebamo?, Zagreb: Prometej, 2002.
28. Ogledi iz ekonomike privrednog planiranja, Beograd: Savezni sekretarijat za
nauku i razvoj. 2001.
29. Ekonomika brzog razvoja, Sarajevo: Forum Bosne, sv. I i II, 2002.
II

CHAPTERS FROM BOOKS, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS,
ENCYCLOPEDIAS ETC. (IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES)
1. “The Conceptual Background of Social Produkt”, Income and Wealth, Series
IX, London: Bowes & Bowes, 1961, pp. 234-52.
2. “Planning in Yugoslavia”, Development Plans and Programmes, Paris:
OECD, 1964, pp. 149-66.
3. “Planning and the Market: The Yugoslav Experience”, u S. H. Robock and L.
M. Solomon (eds.):, International Development, New York: Oceana
Publications, 1966, pp. 71-82.
4. “Der Markt als Instrument der Planung”, in K. Wessely (ed.), Probleme
zentraler Wirtschaftsplanung, Wien, 1967, pp. 107-16.
5. Yugoslav System of Self-Management and the Import of Foreign Private
Capital", u Joint Business Ventures of Yugoslav Enterprises and Foreign
Firms, Beograd: IMPP, 1968, pp. 83-96.
6. “The Gap between the Rich and the Poor Nations from the Socialist
Viewpoint”, in Ranis G. (ed.), The Gap between the Rich and the Poor
Nations, London: Macmillan, 1972, pp. 96-112.
7. “Planning in Yugoslavia”, u M. Faber and D. Seers (eds.), The Crisis in
Planning, vol. 2, London: Sussex University Press, 1972, pp. 193-206.
8. “Arbeiterselbstverwaltung im Betrieb”, u P. Hemicke (ed.), Probleme des
Sozialismus und der übergangsgesellschaften, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1973,
pp. 243-56.
9. “Autogestion et économie”, u R. Super (ed.), Étatisme et autogestion, Paris:
Anthropos, 1973, pp. 177-210.
10. “On the Political Economy of Socialism”, u E. Pusiæ (ed.), Participation and
Self Management, Vol. 6, Zagreb: Institute for Social Research, 1973, pp.
99-112.
11. “Market versus Nonmarket Output and Implicit Grants in a Socialist
Economy”, u M. Pfaff (ed.), Grants and Exchange, Amsterdam: North
Holland, 1976, pp. 118-23.
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12. “Plan de socialisation progressive du capital”, in S. C. Kolm (ed.), Solutions
socialistes, Paris: Ramsay, 1978, pp. 159-84.
13. “Op weg haar arbeiderszelfbestur”, u G. Hofstede (ed.), De toekomst van ons
werk, Leiden: Stenfert-Kozrese, 1978, pp. 131-44.
14. “Paths of Transition to Workers” Self-Management in the Developed
Capitalist Countries", u T. Burns, L. E. Karlsson and V. Rus (eds.), Work and
Power, London: SAGE, 1979, pp. 49-80.
15. “Comparative Organization and Efficiency of Social Systems”, u U. Gärtner
and J. Kosta (eds.), Wirschaft und Gesellschaft, Berllin: Dunker & Humblot,
1979, pp. 31-58.
16. “The Delegitimation of Old and the Legitimation of New Social Relations in
Late Capitalist Societies”; u B. Denitch (ed.), Legitimation of Regimes,
London: SAGE, 1979, pp. 81-101.
17. “La gestione dei lavoratori”, u D. Cuszi and R. Stefanelli (eds), II sistema
Jugoslavo, Bari: De Donato, 1980, pp. 28-46.
18. “L’Économie politique du socialisme autogestionnaire”, “Autogestion,
efficacité et théorie neoclassique”, “Critique de la théorie de la firme
autogerée”, u A. Dumas (ed.), L’Autogestion, un système économique?,
Paris: Dunod, 1981, pp. 26-44, 229-36, 310-17.
19. “Socialist Planning – The Problem of Co-ordination and Autonomy’, u U.
Himmelstrand (ed.) Spontaneity and Planning in Social Development,
London: SAGE, 1981, pp. 1953-64.
20. “Establishing Self-governing Socialism in a Less Developed Country”, u Ch.
Wilber and K. Jameson (eds), Socialism in a Less Developed Country",
Oxford; Pergamon, 1982, pp. 951-64.
21. “Labour-managed Firms and Social Transformations”, u E. H. Stephen (ed.),
The Performance of Labor Managed Firms, London: Macmillan, 1982, pp.
249-64.
22. “Wirtschaftssysteme: Jugoslawien”, u Handwörterbuch der Wirtschaftswissenschaft, Bd 9, Stuttgart: Fischer, 1982, pp. 370-82.
23. “Establishing Self-Governing Socialism in a Less Developed Country”, u
Ch. K. Wilber (ed.), The Political Economy of Underdevelopment, 3rd ed.,
New York: Random House, 1984, pp. 504-21.
24. “La fijacion de precios de los factores da produccion”, u J. Hocevar (ed.),
Socialismo Autogestionario en Marcha, Mèrida: Universidad de los Andes,
1984, pp. 231-41.
25. “Efficiencia de los gastos del sector publico”, u Ee desarrollo financero de
America Latina y el Caribe, Caracas: Instituto Interamericano de Mercados
de Capital, 1985, pp. 341-54.
26. “Marx”s Contribution to Social Science and His Errors", u B. Chavance (ed.),
Marx en perspective, Paris: École des hautes études en sciences sociales,
1985, pp. 459-74.
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27. “Political Economy”, Social Science Encyclopedia, London: Routledge&
Kegan, London, 1985, pp. 611-12.
28. “The Prospects for Disalienation of Work”, u B. Gustavson, J. Karisson and
C. Röftegard (eds), Work in 1980s, Aldershot: Gower, 1985, pp. 235-40.
29. “Workers” Management and the Market", u J. Stiglitz and F. Mattewson
(eds), New Developments in the Analysis of Market Structure, Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT University Press, 1986, pp. 297-310.
30. “Labour-managed Economies”, in The New Palgrave, London: Macmillan,
1987, pp. 79-84. Prenešeno i u: J. Eatwell, M Milgate and P. Newman (eds.),
Problems of the Planned Economy, London: Macmillan, pp. 121-32, i kod G.
Szell (ed.), Concise Encyclopaedia of Participation and Co-Management,
Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1992, pp. 469-79.
31. “Contemporary Social Systems and the Trends in Systemic Reforms
Wordwide”, u S. Gomulka et al., Economic Reforms in the Socialist World,
Macmillan: London, 1989.
32. “Social Ownership”, u R. Rusell and V. Rus (eds.), International Handbook
of Participation in Organizations, vol. II, Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1991, pp. 165-69.
33. “The Market Transformation of State Enterprises”, u M. Knell and Ch. Rider
(eds.), Appraisal of the Market Mechanism, Aldershot: Elgar, 1991, pp.
140-53.
34. “La proprieté publique en Croatie”, u R. Ivekoviæ (ed.), La Croatie depuis
l’effondrement de la Yugoslavie, Paris: L’Harmettan, 1994, pp. 101-4.
35. “Full Democracy-Socialism of the 21st Century”, u B. Markoviæ (ed.), Social
Democracy in Europe Today, Belgrade: Institute of International Politics and
Economics, 1996, pp. 71-6.
36. “On the Theory of Labour-Managed Firms”, u D. Prychitko and J. Vanek
(eds.), Producer Cooperatives and Labour-Managed Systems, Aldershot:
Elgar, 1996, pp. 55-72.
37. “Privatization vs. De-etatization”, u . Bogetiæ (ed.), The Cost of War in
Former Yugoslavia, Paris & Beograd: Peace and Crises Management
Foundation, 1996, pp. 280-87
38. “Joint Production in a Two-Sector Model”, u A. Simonovits and A. Steenge
(eds), Prices, Growth and Cycles, London: Macmillan, 1997, pp. 255-69.
39. “The Results of the Backward Transition in the Republic of Croatia”, u
Enterprise in Transition: 2nd International Conference Proceedings, Split
&Vienna: Faculty of Economics & DAAAM International, 1997, pp. 81-6.
40. “Nationalistic Break-up of Multiethnic States”, u R. Ivekoviæ. and N. Pagon
(eds), Otherhood and Nation, Ljubljana: Institutum Studiorum Humanitatis,
1998, pp. 213-28.
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III STUDIES AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN THE CROATIAN
LANGUAGE (SELECTION FROM CA 500 PUBLISHED WORKS)
1. Ekonomska uslovljenost velièine cijevi plinovoda, Nafta 1, 1953, 16-21.
2. Razvoj i ekonomika cjevovodnog transporta nafte i plina, Nafta, 1, 1955,
11-20. (Ova i prethodna studija su prvi radovi o cjevovodnom transportu kod
nas. Do realizacije je došlo tek deceniju kasnije).
3. Renta kao elemenat teorije cijene planske privrede, Ekonomist, 4/1959,
398-414.
4. Neki problemi primjene meðusektorske analize u privrednom planiranju,
Ekonomist 2/1961, 206-31.
5. Raspodjela prema radu meðu kolektivima, Naša stvarnost, 1/1962, 52-66.
6. Naftni kartel u predratnoj Jugoslaviji, Ekonomski anali 12-13/1962, 205-22.
7. Ekonomski smisao indeksa proizvodnje i cijena, Statistièka revija, 1/1964,
7-14.
8. Samoupravljanje, centralizam i planiranje, Pregled, 5/1964, 413-44.
9. Individualno i društveno vlasništvo u socijalizmu, Gledišta 3/1967, 335-48.
10. Prilog diskusiji o teoriji partije, Naše teme 5/1967, 819-47.
11. Prilog zasnivanju teorije jugoslavenskog poduzeæa, Ekonomska analiza 1-2,
1967 7-28.
12. Privredni ciklusi, monetarni faktori i cijene, Ekonomska analiza 1-2/1968,
1-22.
13. Kapitalni koeficijent, Zbornik Pravnog fakulteta u Zagrebu, 3-4/69, 371-82.
14. Cijena proizvodnje u Jugoslaviji, Ekonomska analiza, 1-2/1970, 1-20.
15. Nacionalizam i nacija, Gledišta 6-7/1971, 770-89.
16. Klasifikacija podruèja svijeta prema karakteristikama privredne razvijenosti,
Ekonomska analiza, 3-4/1971, 279-94.
17. Radne cijene proizvodnje i transformacioni problem u socijalistièkoj
privredi, Ekonomist, 1, 1973, 47-72.
18. Pledoaje za efikasniji univerzitet, Pogledi, 10/1973, 125-36.
19. Diferencijalno poveæavanje produktivnosti privrednih grupacija kao izvor
inflacije, Ekonomski pregled, 5-6/1975, 301-10.
20. Jugoslavenska agrarna teorija i politika u poslijeratnom razdoblju, Pregled
7-8, 9/1976, 747-92, 973-1002.
21. Prilog teoriji klasne stratifikacije s analizom klasa u suvremenom
kapitalizmu, Sociologija 3/1982, 25-43.
22. Dvije masovne ideološke devijacije u suvremenom jugoslavenskom društvu,
Sociologija, 2-3/1982, 314-322.
23. Dvadeset i sedam teza za reformu politièkog sistema, Scientia jugoslavica,
3-4/1982, 285-290.
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24. Marksizam, marksologija i vulgarni marksizam, Naše teme, 11/1983,
1763-87.
25. Opozicija i konsenzualna demokracija, Politièka misao 3-4/1995, 64-71.
26. Balkanska unija bolja od europske, Banka, 4/1998, 49-54.
27. Prirodni i društveni zakoni, Ekonomski pregled, 3-4/1999, 213-34.
28. Tranzicija i restauracija. Dvije alternativne strategije, Ekonomija 6/1999,
1-30.
29. Minimalni program izlaska iz krize, Ekonomski pregled 5-6/2002, 419-32.
30. Defekti trišta, Ekonomija 4/2002, 689-96.
IV ARTICLES IN FOREIGN MAGAZINES SORTED BY ECONOMIC
FIELDS
(a) Economic theory
31. “The Depreciation Multiplier and a Generalized Theory of Fixed Capital
Costs”, Manchester School, (1958), pp. 136-59.
32. “The Optimum Rate of Investment”, Economic Journal, (1958), pp. 747-67.
33. “The Optimum Rate of Saving: A Note”, Economic Journal, (1958), pp.
747-67.
34. “Drei Definitionen des Sozialprodukte”, Konjunktur Politik, (1960), pp.
27-40.
35. “The Optimum Rate of Investment Reconsidered”, Economic/ournal,
(1965), pp. 572-76. na maðarskom u Agazdasbgy növekedes feltekeki,
Budapest, 1967, pp. 216-38.
36. “Prilog zasnivanju teorije jugoslavenskog poduzeæa” (A Contribution to the
Theory of Yugoslav Enterprise), Economic Analysis, (1967), pp. 7-28.
Objavljeno i na èeškom Ekonomicky èasopis, (1968), pp. 789-808.
37. “Note on Wages and Employment in a Labour Surplus Economy”,
Manchester School, (1968), pp. 63-8.
38. “Die produktive Arbeit in der socialistischen Gesellchaft”, Osteuropa
Wirtschaft, (1968), pp. 98-107.
39. “The Role of Accumulation in a Planned Economy”, Kyklos, (1968), pp.
239-68. Objavljeno na slovaèkom K. Arrow, G. Bombarh et al., Investicie,
rovnovaha, optimalny rast, Bratislava: Pravda, 1970, pp. 369-95.
40. “Certain Similarities between Inertial Systems in Physics and Steadily
Growing Systems in Economics”, Economic Analysis, (1973), pp. 47-58.
41. “Fixed Capital Costs, depreciation Multiplier and the Rate of Interest”,
European Economic Review, (1973), pp. 163-80.
42. “Labour-Time Prices of Production and the Transformation Problem in a
Socialist Economy”, Kyklos, (1973), pp. 762-86.
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43. “Real Fixed Capital Cost under Steady Growth”, European Economic
Review, (1973), pp. 85-103.
44. “Labour-Time Prices of Production under Accumulation”, Economic
Analysis, (1974), pp. 183-201.
45. “Socialismens politiska ekonomi”, Frihetlig Socialistisk Tidskrift, (1974),
pp. 183-201.
46. “Fundamentals of a Theory of Distribution in Self-Governing Socialism”,
Economic Analysis, (1976), pp. 24-42.
47. “Autogestion: efficacité et theorie neo-classique”, Revue économique,
(1979), pp. 361-9.
48. “Social Property”, Economic Analysis, (1977), pp. 95-98. Na njemaèkom u
Wirtshaft und Gesselschaft, (1979), pp. 437-41.
49. “Farewell to Illyrian Firm”, Economic Analysis and Workers’ Management,
(1986), pp. 23-9.
50. “The Theory of Rent’, Economic Analysis and Workers’, Management,
(1986), pp. 109-18.
51. “The Theory of the Labour-Managed Firm Revisited”, Journal of
Comparative Economics, (1986), pp. 9-25.
52. “Sraffa Systematized and Marx Vindicated”, Economic Analysis and
Workers’ Management, (1987), pp. 289-98.
53. “The Pure Labour Theory of Prices and Interest, European Economic
Review, (1989), pp. 1183-203.
54. “What is a Socialist Market Economy?”, Acta Oeconomica, (1989), pp.
233-5.
55. “Prolegomena for a New Theory of Value”, Economic Analysis and Workers’
Management, (1990), pp. 1-17.
56. “A Note on J. E. Woods Determination of Rent”, Oxford Economic Papers,
(1992), pp. 502-6.
57. “Market Socialism: A Few Comments”, Dissent, (1993), pp. 246-8.
(b) Growth, development and planning
58. “A Restatement of a Simple Planning Model with Some Examples from
Yugoslav Economy”, Sankhya, The Indian Journal of Statistics, series B,
(1960), pp. 29-48.
59. “Methodological Problems in Long-term Economic Development
Programming”, Industrialization and Productivity, UN Bulletin, 5(1962), pp.
37-51. objavljeno i u Eastern European Economics, (1964), pp. 20-30.
60. “Some Aspects of National Economic Planning”, Les annales de léconomie
collective, (1963), pp. 288-98.
61. “An Integrated System of Social Accounts for an Economy of the Yugoslav
Type”, Review of Income and Wealth, (1968), pp. 19-36.
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62. “A Model of Maximal Economic Growth”, Kyklos, (1972), pp. 215-28.
63. “The Relation between Rate of Growth and Level of Development”, Journal
of Development Studies, 3-4 (1974), pp. 382-94.
64. “Short-Run Instability and Long-Run Trends in the Yugoslav Economy’s
Development”, Eastern European Economics, (1975), pp. 3-31.
(c) Self - management
65. “Workers’ Management in Yugoslavia: A Comment’ (with V. Raškoviæ),
Journal of Political Economy, (1959), pp. 194-8.
66. “Autogestion, centralismo y planificacion”, Arauco, (1965), pp. 47-54 i
59-65.
67. “On the Theory of the Labour-Managed Firm”, The Florida State University
Slavic Papers, (1970), pp. 7-11.
68. “An Institutional Model of a Self-Managed Socialist Economy”, Eastern
European Economics, (1972), pp. 369-92. objavljeno i na španjolskom u
CEPLAN: Estudios de planificacion, 22 (1972).
69. “Appunti critici sulla teoria dell’ impresa autogestita”, Est-Ovest, (1974), pp.
39-46.
70. “Workers” Management", Economic Analysis, (1976), pp. 197-216.
71. “Paths of Transition to Workers’ Management in Developed Capitalist
Countries”, Economic Analysis, (1977), pp. 214-36.
72. “Establishing Self-Governing Socialism in a Less Developed Country”,
Economic Analysis, 1-2 (1978), pp. 135-53. Preneseno i u World
Development (1981), pp. 951-64.
73. “Principes d’une théorie de la repartition en socialisme autogeré, Les cahiers
du seminaire Ch. Gide, Tome XIII (1979), pp. 60-85.
74. “Searching for a Strategy of Transition”, Economic Analysis and Workers",
Management, (1980), pp. 311-23.
75. “Observations on Actual Social-Economic Problems of Peru”, Economic
Analysis and Workers" Management, (1982), pp. 559-68.
76. “El establicimiento del sociallsmo autogestionario en un pais desarollado’,
Revista iberoamericana de Autogestión y Acción communal, (1983-4), pp.
117-40.
77. “Industrial Partnership: Utopia or Necessity?”, Economic Analysis and
Workers’ Management, (1986), pp. 251-6.
78. “Labour-Management and Neoclassical Economics”, Economic Analysis
and Workers’ Management, (1991), pp. 307-10.
(d) Economic policy, economic system and transition
79. “Development Fund as an Institution for Conducting Fiscal Policy”,
Economic Analysis, (1972), pp. 247-51.
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80. “The Postwar Evolution of the Yugoslav Agricultural Organization:
Interaction of Ideology, Practice and Results”, Eastern European Economics,
(1973-74), pp. 1-106. objavljeno i na njemaèkom u Jahrbuch der Wirtschaft
Osteuropas, (1974), pp. 363-93.
81. “Anti-Inflationary Taxation”, The Economic Times Annual, Bombay (1974),
pp. 155-60.
82. “The World Economy from the Socialist Viewpoint”, Economic Analysis
and Workers’ Management, (1983), pp. 1-26. Prevedeno i objavljeno na
engleski, francuski i španjolski u International Social Science Journal, 3
(1983).
83. “The Economic System and Stabilization’, Eastern European Economics,
(1984), pp. 66-105. Na kineskom objavljeno u Jingjixue yicong, (1985), pp.
8-11.
84. “Efficiency of the Public Sector”, Economic Analysis and Workers’
Management (1985), pp. 195-204.
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Vladimir Stipetiæ1
BRANKO HORVAT I EKONOMSKA ZNANOST
Prilog istraivanju ivota i djela
SAETAK
Autor u tekstu propituje i istièe elemente za prosudbu ivota i djela najveæeg hrvatskog ekonomiste našega
doba. Tekst je napisan u èetiri dijela. U prvom se opisuje ivotni put Branka Horvata, u drugom se
opširnije analizira znanstveni opus i doprinos Branka Horvata ekonomskoj znanosti, s osobitim osvrtom
na njegove rezultate u istraivanjima fenomena suvremene ekonomske teorije, ekonomske politike te
razvitka ekonomske i politièke demokracije i društvene pravde. Napokon, autor analizira i pedagošku
djelatnost Branka Horvata, kao dugogodišnjeg sveuèilišnog profesora. Tekst završava zakljuènim tezama.
Kljuène rijeèi: Branko Horvat; ivotni put, ekonomska znanost, znanstveni opus, doprinos znanosti,
ekonomska teorija, ekonomska politika, ekonomska i politièka demokracija, društvena pravda, pedagoška
aktivnost.
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